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Abstract
G1X is a system built on Arbitrum, a Layer 2 Ethereum scaling solution. It employs
the ERC721 token standard for the creation of unique, on-chain gemstones, while
also incorporating the Shardex (SDX) ERC20 token to facilitate a range of ecosystem
dynamics. The inclusion of SDX tokens forms a central element of the G1X
framework, allowing for the "crushing" and "fusion" of gemstones, thereby creating
a vibrant and versatile system. This whitepaper will present a thorough examination
of G1X's operational principles, including the intricate interplay between G1X and
SDX tokens, and their potential in driving a new era of decentralization.

Introduction
The emergence of blockchain technology has catalyzed the creation of decentralized
systems, empowering individuals and fueling innovation. Nonetheless, we have
witnessed how even a hint of centralization can erode trust and compromise the
integrity of these systems, resulting in suboptimal performance or even complete
failure. Thus, achieving complete decentralization is not just an idealistic goal but a
practical necessity for effectiveness and longevity.

In this context, G1X is designed to eliminate central control and establish a fully
decentralized environment. Drawing inspiration from natural processes that shape
gemstones, G1X's gem minting operation mirrors these transformative forces. The
burning of Ether (ETH) mirrors the formation of physical gemstones, fostering
equilibrium within the ecosystem. Emphasizing decentralization and equitable
distribution, G1X ensures that no single party, including the creator, gains undue
advantage from gemstone creation. G1X represents an experimental venture in
decentralized systems, where art, commerce, and resilient commodities converge to
blur traditional boundaries and promote innovation.

The Evolution of ERC721: Commodity and
Asset Formation
ERC721 tokens, initially popularized within the collectible art sphere, have faced
considerable challenges surrounding long-term value and integrity. Traditional
issues encompass an imbalance in wealth favoring the artist or creator,
complications regarding IPFS storage and accessibility, and the imperative of
maintaining an enduring appeal in a continually evolving art scene. The G1X
ecosystem counters these challenges by innovatively employing ERC721 tokens to
generate on-chain, algorithmically-produced digital gemstones.



Distinct from conventional ERC721 tokens, these gemstones not only mimic the
timeless, stable, and valuable properties of their physical counterparts but also
ensure their value and integrity through a system of fair and equitable distribution.
They encourage boundless artistic creativity, as the lack of prede�ned visual forms
welcomes in�nite interpretations, bridging the gap between static collectibles and
evolving artistic expressions.

Moreover, these digital gemstones mirror the commodity-like characteristics found
in their physical equivalents, such as scarcity and value preservation. Their unique
identity, algorithmic formation, and durability contribute to their intrinsic value,
akin to precious metals. A predictable supply mechanism enhances their potential,
positioning them as a promising asset class within the blockchain ecosystem.

The Core Layer
At the heart of the G1X ecosystem lies a robust, �exible technical framework—the
core layer. This layer encompasses the on-chain gemstone metadata, a base data
substrate ready for innovative exploration and experimentation. Each gemstone
carries a unique metadata structure, encapsulating attributes like gem type, color,
clarity, cut, and carat weight—creating an enduring digital identity. Stored
immutably in the Gemstone mapping, this metadata provides a resilient and reliable
core layer that developers can tap into via the getGemstone function.

Power of Versatility: Developer Opportunities with the Core Layer

The core layer's versatility and extensibility facilitate developers to "wrap" the
immutable metadata with additional layers, thereby customizing and enriching user
experiences. For instance, the incorporation of interactive visual layers can
transmute basic gemstone data into spectacular 3D models, AR/VR integrations, or
even responsive graphics that mirror blockchain events in real-time. Such
possibilities give artists and designers an exciting opportunity to build on the core
data, creating unique visual manifestations to enhance user engagement.



Game developers can capitalize on this by assigning special traits or powers to the
gemstones based on their inherent attributes, adding an extra layer of excitement to
the gaming experience. The ecosystem's randomized minting algorithm, paired with
escalating mint difficulty, assures a wide spectrum of rare digital gemstones. This
adds elements of thrill and discovery, transforming the G1X ecosystem into a digital
treasure trove teeming with possibilities.

DeFi Innovation and Ensuring Interoperability in the G1X Ecosystem

Developers of decentralized �nance can explore the potential of gemstones as
collateral, governance tokens, or status symbols. Moreover, the mechanism allowing
gem-to-SDX token exchange expands the possibilities of creating fusion contracts
with unique unlocking conditions, or integrating SDX into DeFi protocols.

Interoperability, a key attribute conferred by the ERC-721 standard, allows G1X
gems to interact seamlessly with diverse platforms and marketplaces. This opens
avenues for developers to establish secondary marketplaces for trading gemstones
or facilitate transactions involving both fungible SDX and non-fungible G1X tokens.

Core Advantages

The immutability and security of the underlying gemstone metadata provide
invaluable bene�ts for developers building on top of G1X. Unlike relying solely on
centralized databases or IPFS for storage, the core on-chain data remains
perpetually available and free from tampering. This resilience safeguards the
fairness and integrity of each gemstone's attributes even as storage technologies
evolve. While blockchains have storage limitations, developers can leverage
supplemental off-chain databases or IPFS to enrich functionality, without
jeopardizing the reliability of the underlying metadata. By tapping into the enduring
nature of the core layer, applications can mirror the timelessness of real-world
gemstones. No matter the storage solution, the blockchain-veri�ed gemstone
essence persists securely, enabling innovators to focus on utility while the
decentralized framework preserves trust.

Gemstone Spectrum
Within the G1X ecosystem, on-chain gemstones await discovery, each with their
own unique attributes that lend a sense of intrigue and excitement to the
explorative journey. This spectrum of gemstones includes Diamonds, Pearls, Rubies,
Sapphires, Emeralds, Opals, Amethysts, and Topaz.

The Diamonds, the centerpiece of this ecosystem, exhibit a range of attributes that
echo their natural counterparts. Their colors can range from the prevalent Clear to
the incredibly rare Red and Green. A diamond's Clarity attribute follows a scale that



reaches from the ultra-rare "Flawless" to the more common I3. Furthermore, the
quality of the diamond's cut, an attribute that greatly affects a diamond's overall
appeal, spans from an "Excellent" cut to a "Poor" one.

The G1X's rarity system is delicately designed to ensure a �ne equilibrium between
the commonality and uniqueness of each gemstone. By fostering an environment of
unpredictability, participants are offered an equitable opportunity to mint gems of
varying rarities. This system, however, implies that certain combinations of
gemstones may never emerge, preserving their enigmatic allure.

This distinctive approach to rarity generation, tethered to the ethos of
decentralization, ampli�es the intrinsic value surrounding the G1X universe. It lays a
robust foundation for a future teeming with artistic wonder and limitless
opportunity, where every minting event presents the thrilling potential of
unearthing a rare and treasured gemstone.

Probability Analysis

The complex rarity matrix in G1X determines the chances of minting different
gemstones. Each gemstone attribute, including type, color, clarity, cut, and size,
contributes to the �nal rarity score of the gem. We'll now delve into the probability
of minting the rarest diamond possible, characterized by being a Diamond of Green
or Red color, with Flawless clarity, an Excellent cut, and the largest size category
(33-59 ct).

The likelihood of minting such a gem is a result of multiplying the probabilities of all
individual attributes.

Here's the breakdown:

Gem Type: Diamond - 30%

Color: Green or Red - 0.25%

Clarity: Flawless - 0.0425%

Cut: Excellent - 0.584%

Size: 33-59 ct - 0.05%

Calculating these probabilities together: 0.3 * 0.0025 * 0.000425 * 0.00584 * 0.0005 =
1.42e-11. The chance of minting the rarest diamond in G1X is incredibly low,
represented by the minuscule �gure of 1.42e-11, equivalent to 0.00000000142%. In
simpler terms, it would require approximately 70 trillion mints to have a potential
chance of obtaining this speci�c diamond combination. Although technically
possible, the likelihood of encountering such a combination is highly improbable.



This rarity re�ects the diverse and captivating nature of G1X, where each minting
event becomes a distinctive and rewarding adventure.

Please refer to the detailed breakdown of each gem type and attribute rarity for
more information.



Mint Cost
In the G1X ecosystem, the initial cost of minting the very �rst gem is set at 0 ETH.
Subsequently, each gemstone's minting cost dynamically re�ects its ever-increasing
rarity. With each new mint, the pricing structure undergoes a progressive change,
incrementally raising the cost by 0.000001 ether. This approach ensures that the cost
aligns with the escalating scarcity of gemstones within the system.

While speci�c milestones like the 1,000th, 10,000th, and 100,000th mints are
showcased above for illustrative purposes, it's important to note that the cost
increment is applied to every single mint, resulting in a highly dynamic pricing
structure. This evolving mint cost, which has no cap, effectively enhances the sense
of scarcity associated with each gemstone.

The unique and dynamic nature of this system signi�cantly contributes to the allure
and value of the G1X universe, creating an enticing invitation for users to actively
participate in the hunt for these gems.

Minting in G1X
To ensure a seamless minting experience for users, G1X's smart contract
incorporates multiple safeguards to prevent failed transactions. These measures are



designed to address uncertainties arising from the dynamic pricing model and
concurrent transactions.

Risk of Failed Transactions

The risk of failed transactions due to concurrent minting, simultaneous
transactions, and the dynamic pricing mechanism of the contract is highest during
the early stages of minting. As more users engage in minting gemstones, the cost of
the process can vary due to shifts in demand. This variability introduces uncertainty
for users initiating transactions, as the price may change unpredictably due to
others also minting their gemstones.

To address this risk, we have implemented a 2% tolerance mechanism. This
safeguard is designed to protect against rapid price changes that can occur during
high-volume minting in the early stages. The 2% tolerance range adjusts dynamically
based on the mint price, meaning that the range becomes larger as the mint price
increases. This adjustment allows for a wider price �uctuation tolerance, reducing
the likelihood of failed transactions caused by dynamic pricing shifts.

By allowing users to send Ether within the adjusted 2% tolerance range, the contract
accepts their transactions and enables the continuation of the minting process. This
initiative enhances the user experience by minimizing the occurrence of failed
transactions, providing a smoother path for creating gemstones while accounting
for stage-dependent risks and the dynamically adjusted tolerance range based on
the mint price.

Nonetheless, users must remain cautious not to breach below this tolerance level.
The contract ensures a check for m̀sg.value >= minTolerancè, and if the Ether sent
falls beneath this minimum tolerance, the contract will invalidate the transaction.
This mechanism instills stability amidst substantial price �uctuations and maintains
the equilibrium of the G1X universe.

Minting Rate Limit: Ensuring Fair Access

Users are required to observe a minimum duration of 1 minute between successive
minting attempts. This intentional measure serves two essential purposes. Firstly, it
discourages unfair advantages gained through bot activity, ensuring a level playing



�eld for all users. By preventing automated processes from dominating the minting
process, we promote fairness and equal opportunity.

Secondly, the rate limit helps prevent network congestion that could potentially
impact the user experience. By spacing out minting attempts, we maintain a smooth
operation and minimize any potential disruptions caused by a high in�ux of
transactions.

It is important to note that if a user attempts to mint a new gemstone before the
1-minute period has elapsed, the transaction will not be processed. This
enforcement ensures that every participant in the G1X universe has an equitable
chance to create their digital gemstones and contributes to a balanced and inclusive
environment.

By implementing this rate limit, we strive to uphold our principles of fairness and
equal distribution, fostering an environment where all users can participate in the
minting process with con�dence and transparency.

Pseudo-RandomMechanism: Generating
Unique G1X Tokens

The randomization process in the contract uses the power of the keccak256 hashing
function, avoiding the use of nonces or block methods. This method generates a
pseudo-random number by merging the current timestamp with the sender's
address to create a unique hash:

function randomNumber(uint mod) private view returns (uint) {

return uint(keccak256(abi.encodePacked(block.timestamp, msg.sender))) % mod;



}

The keccak256 function is part of the respected KECCAK (or SHA-3) family of
cryptographic hash functions.

Weighted Attribute Selection

When assigning attributes, the contract uses a weighted random selection. Each
attribute has a weight affecting its probability of being chosen during the minting
process. For instance, diamond colors have weights indicating their rarity, and the
randomAttribute function selects a color based on these weights:

function randomAttribute(string[] memory values, uint[] memory weights) private
view returns (string memory) {

uint totalWeight;

for (uint i = 0; i < weights.length; i++) {

totalWeight += weights[i];

}

uint rand = randomNumber(totalWeight);

for (uint i = 0; i < weights.length; i++) {

if (rand < weights[i])

return values[i];

rand -= weights[i];

}

return values[values.length - 1];

}

Here, the randomNumber function generates a random number between 0 and the
total weight of all possible attributes. The function then iterates through the
weights array, deducting each weight from the random number until it is less than
the current weight. The attribute corresponding to that weight is then selected. If no



attribute is found (if the weights do not total correctly), the function defaults to the
last attribute in the values array.

The G1X contract showcases the intriguing process of creating randomized
gemstones with varied attributes and rarities. By utilizing the keccak256 hashing
function and implementing a weighted random selection, it generates a diverse
array of truly unique digital gemstones. As each gemstone is formed, it carries the
magic of randomness, ensuring the G1X universe remains shrouded in mystery and
intrigue.

The Metaphysical Cycle of G1X Tokens: The
Creation and Destruction Paradox
Within the vast expanse of the G1X cosmos, the creation of digital gemstones
mirrors the awe-inspiring journey of natural gem formation. Gems, over eons, are
born under immense pressure and intense heat, sculpted by the forces of nature.
This process, marked by destruction and transformation, �nds its re�ection in the
burning of ETH within the G1X universe.

Just as gems undergo a metamorphosis through geological forces, the burning of
ETH represents the transformative energy required to craft these digital treasures. It
symbolizes the commitment and dedication necessary to shape the virtual
gemstones within G1X. In this parallel, ETH is consumed, leaving behind the
ethereal remnants of the G1X cosmos, each digital gemstone a testament to the
powerful combination of creation and destruction.

The mint function in the G1X contract embodies this endless cycle by channeling
the Ethereum used to mint tokens to the infamous burn address
(0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD), ensuring no single entity,
including the creator, pro�ts from the minting process.

The Burning Process

The burning process is initiated through the following series of actions:

1. The function is declared as public payable, opening it to receive Ether from any
participant.

2. The global variable mintPrice is set, establishing the cost for minting a token. A
minTolerance of 2% below the mintPrice is computed to allow slight variations in the
actual payment.

3. The function checks whether the transaction value (msg.value) meets the
minTolerance. If it's insufficient, the process is interrupted and an error message:
"Not enough Ether to mint," is returned.



4. The Ethereum burn address is summoned, a place where all sent funds are
irretrievably lost as no private key can access them.

5. The entire value sent with the transaction is transferred to the burn address,
eliminating these funds from the active Ethereum circulating supply.

6. A memory struct for the new token's attributes (Attributes memory attrs) is
delicately crafted, although the rest of the function or contract is needed to reveal
its actual purpose.

By diverting the Ethereum used in the minting process to the burn address, the G1X
contract re�ects the cycle of creation and destruction that shapes the natural world.
In turn, this ensures the project remains free from centralized control and greed.

Understanding On-Chain Metadata Storage:
Mechanisms and Associated Challenges
The crux of the G1X ecosystem, gemstones, hinge on the concept of metadata. As
the underpinning structure of the entire system, understanding and interacting with
metadata within our ecosystem becomes imperative.

The metadata corresponding to each gem is securely housed within an on-chain
structure termed as G̀emstonè. Each G̀emstonè constitutes a gemType along with an
assortment of attributes. These attributes are stored within a separate structure
called Àttributes̀, which encompasses properties like color, clarity, cut, carat, size,
inclusions, and luster.

The G̀emstonè entities are archived within a mapping named g̀emstones̀, associating
each G̀emstonè with its unique token ID. As a new G̀emstonè is minted, the
corresponding metadata is produced using the ÀttributeManager̀ and is
subsequently cataloged within this mapping.

The g̀etGemstonè function offers access to the G̀emstonè object linked to a
particular token ID. This function delivers a memory copy of the G̀emstonè data.
Signi�cantly, the G̀emstonè metadata, once established during minting, is
immutable. This attribute of immutability aligns with the common trait across many
contracts, ensuring the permanence of each token's identity.

Compatibility with Existing Standards

While on-chain metadata storage bestows signi�cant bene�ts, it's not without its
share of challenges. This section explores these challenges, their implications, and
the solutions to navigate them effectively.

One of the prominent challenges that emerges with our on-chain metadata method
is its alignment with pre-existing standards, such as those adopted by OpenSea.



Traditional ERC721 metadata is typically rendered via IPFS or centralized-server
URLs, a departure from our strategy that directly integrates a string into the
blockchain. Despite this divergence from established practices, it does not impede
the trading potential of G1X gemstones on any platform adhering to the ERC721
standard.

Though third-party exchanges may initially lack support for this approach, our
model guarantees the persistent accessibility of metadata by directly engaging with
the smart contract. This ensures the resilience of our system and the ceaseless
availability of gemstone data, liberating us from reliance on third-party services.

Fostering Self-Reliance

The perceived notion of incompatibility is a matter of perspective. Rather than
viewing it as a hurdle, we harness it as a motivation for self-sufficiency and
autonomy. There is no obstacle formidable enough to deter our community from
crafting a unique, G1X-focused marketplace of their own. This not only echoes our
ethos of decentralization, but it also empowers our community to transcend
conventional systems and conceive a marketplace that aligns with their unique
aspirations and requirements.

Paving the Way for a Decentralized Future

Though on-chain metadata storage might not ideally garner support from third
parties, it serves as the cornerstone for a future where the community is
independent. It empowers our community to carve their own path and create
narratives that resonate with their convictions. The associated challenges are
stepping stones guiding us towards a decentralized future that we are pioneering.

Despite the challenges presented by on-chain metadata storage, they do not inhibit
the functionalities of the G1X ecosystem. Rather, they highlight the unique value
proposition of G1X gemstones and inspire the community to evolve beyond existing
limitations. By circumventing reliance on third-party services, G1X aims to pioneer a
decentralized, self-reliant future that remains robust amidst the ever-evolving
technological landscapes.

Shardex (SDX):
The G1X ecosystem employs G1X ERC721 tokens to signify unique, non-fungible
gemstone assets, each presenting distinctive traits such as color, clarity, and cut.
These non-fungible attributes can lead to many constraints, a problem that Shardex
(SDX), a fungible token, is tailored to resolve.



Shardex (SDX) operates as a fungible medium of exchange in the G1X landscape,
enabling the conversion of non-fungible G1X ERC721 tokens into fungible assets
through a mechanism known as token "crushing". Owners of G1X ERC721 tokens can
"crush" their tokens, in essence, locking them into the GemWrapper smart contract.
In exchange, they receive a computed quantity of SDX tokens, dependent on the
gemstone's rarity.

The Dynamic SDX Crushing and Fusion Mechanism

The core of this mechanism revolves around the 'lockToken' and 'unlockToken'
functions within the GemWrapper smart contract. Token owners can "crush" their
G1X ERC721 tokens by employing the l̀ockTokeǹ function. This action transfers the
token ownership to the smart contract and consequently mints a calculated number
of SDX tokens that are subsequently transferred to the individual who performed
the "crushing".

Contrarily, not just the original owner, but anyone possessing enough SDX tokens
can restore or "fuse" the crushed G1X ERC721 tokens back into their original state.
This is achieved by using the ùnlockTokeǹ function. This step necessitates the
burning of the corresponding number of SDX tokens. After successful burning, the
G1X ERC721 token is transferred back to the individual performing the fusion,
thereby restoring the gemstone from its crushed state.

The SDX crushing and fusion mechanism enhances the �exibility of the G1X
ecosystem by facilitating an effortless interchange between non-fungible and
fungible tokens. It adds versatility to the platform, enabling the utilization of SDX
tokens for various activities within the ecosystem like participating in DeFi
activities, fusing other gemstones, and more.

This mechanism also paves the way for future possibilities by enabling anyone to
unlock these crushed or locked assets using SDX tokens. This feature prevents
tokens from being lost inde�nitely, offering a safety net within the ecosystem.

In conclusion, the innovative "crushing" and "fusion" journey of G1X ERC721 tokens,
driven by Shardex (SDX), offers an effective answer to the liquidity problem posed
by non-fungible tokens. By catalyzing growth and amplifying user experience in the
G1X ecosystem, it promises exciting prospects for the future.

Crush Value Calculation

The reward calculation is based on a multitude of factors de�ned by the properties
of the gemstones. These properties include the type of gemstone, its color, clarity,



inclusions, cut, size, etc. Each property has an associated weight that contributes to
the �nal reward calculation.

For instance, a diamond gemstone will have its reward calculated based on its color,
clarity, inclusions, and cut, while a pearl's reward would be calculated based on its
color and luster. The �nal reward is a multiplication of the calculated value and a
size or carat multiplier, thereby rewarding bigger or heavier gemstones with more
SDX tokens.

Use-Cases of SDX
The intricate mechanisms within the G1X ecosystem establish a robust foundation,
enabling boundless opportunities for growth through integration with other
protocols. The crushing and fusion dynamics in particular foster an environment
conducive to continual evolution.

Interoperability with DeFi

The fungibility imparted by the SDX token unlocks avenues for integrating G1X with
Decentralized Finance protocols. Users can leverage SDX within DeFi activities like
staking, lending, liquidity mining, and more. These capabilities expand the utility of
SDX, promoting retention even during bear markets.

Secondary Markets

The crushing mechanism gives rise to potential secondary markets involving
"locked" or crushed G1X tokens. Speculators could purchase these locked assets at a
discount, anticipating pro�t through fusion at a later stage. Secondary markets
enhance liquidity for G1X holders, allowing them to extract value without
relinquishing ownership.

Customized Fusion Contracts

The modular architecture of the crushing/fusion model enables developers to
construct customized fusion contracts. These contracts can implement specialized
unlocking conditions like timed-releases, tiered unlocks, fractionalized unlocks etc.
By expanding the versatility of the fusion process, developers can cater to diverse
user needs.

Metaverse Integrations



The vast multiverse ecosystem offers integration opportunities to increase
engagement and reach. G1X gems could manifest as virtual assets across metaverses
through partnerships, events, and special editions. Metaverse integrations will
magnify the intrinsic value of these digital commodities.

Unrealized Potential

The most transformative use cases likely remain unexplored. Much like the early
World Wide Web, the possibilities are limited only by imagination and effort. By
establishing a robust technical framework, G1X has planted the seeds for emergent
creativity. The blossoming of integrations and experiences on this fertile substrate
will shape the true potential of this decentralized ecosystem.

The crushing and fusion mechanisms in G1X form the pillars of an ever-expanding
ecosystem. By encouraging interoperability and modular design, these features
unlock avenues for creativity and growth. The resultant dynamism will sustain
activity during market contractions, while metaverse and DeFi integrations will
drive value accretion. Ultimately, the latent promise of G1X far exceeds conceived
boundaries, offering an invitation to explore uncharted territories of innovation.

Tokenomics of the Shardex (SDX) Token
The Shardex (SDX) token plays a critical role in the G1X ecosystem, with its
tokenomics intricately tied to the unique features and mechanisms of the platform.

The SDX token contract is solely owned and managed by the GemWrapper smart
contract. This exclusive relationship ensures no direct minting of SDX tokens can
occur, tying the tokenomics directly to the ERC721 gemstone distribution model of
the G1X ecosystem.

Gemstone-Dependent Supply and In�ation

In the G1X ecosystem, there is no hard-capped supply for SDX tokens. Instead, the
supply and in�ation are organically regulated by the distribution and increasing

rarity of the ERC721 gemstones. As gemstones become rarer and more expensive to
mint, the supply of SDX tokens is affected correspondingly.

Shardex (SDX) Smart Contract

The Shardex (SDX) smart contract uses the OpenZeppelin library and combines
standard ERC20 functionality with additional burnable and ownable traits. The
'mint' function is restricted to the owner of the contract, the GemWrapper, ensuring



a controlled minting process. This mechanism allows SDX tokens to be minted solely
when ERC721 gemstone tokens are locked.

Crucially, the GemWrapper contract autonomously manages the token burning
process. When a gemstone token is unlocked or "fused", the smart contract initiates
the 'burnFrom' function to destroy the corresponding amount of SDX tokens. This
burn action contributes to the dynamic "crushing" and "fusion" mechanism in the
G1X ecosystem, promoting scarcity and value.

The Shardex (SDX) tokenomics is thoughtfully constructed to foster a vibrant and
balanced economy within the G1X ecosystem. By intertwining the gemstone
distribution with the SDX token supply and demand, the G1X platform creates a
unique and engaging incentive structure for its users, enriching their gem-hunting
journey.

Deployment on Arbitrum: Usability,
Scalability, Cost, Risks and Security
The development process of G1X was driven by a clear objective: to cultivate a
system that genuinely epitomizes decentralization and fairness, while
simultaneously ensuring usability and accessibility for all. Various deployment
platforms were thoroughly evaluated and Arbitrum, a Layer 2 solution on the
Ethereum blockchain, emerged as the clear choice due to its superior scalability,
signi�cantly reduced transaction costs, improved usability, and robust security.

Enhanced Usability and Scalability

Arbitrum's design moves the bulk of transaction processing off-chain, which offers
remarkable scalability bene�ts over the Ethereummainnet. This feature is crucial
for G1X, which anticipates high transaction volumes. With Arbitrum, high-volume
transactions can be handled seamlessly without congestion or slowdowns,
providing consistent performance, even during peak periods.

Cost-Effective Transactions

Ethereummainnet's unpredictable and high gas fees can create �nancial barriers
for users from diverse economic backgrounds. Arbitrum addresses this challenge
by drastically reducing transaction costs. This makes the minting process
affordable and contributes to a fairer system. A more affordable G1X ensures the
democratization of access and promotes inclusivity.

A decentralized system's fairness extends beyond transparency and trustlessness;
it must also ensure equal access. Deploying on Arbitrum helps minimize �nancial
barriers to entry, thus widening access and enhancing the system's fairness.



Security and Trust Minimization

Arbitrum operates on top of Ethereum, inheriting its robust security model. It
batches multiple transactions together and rolls them up into a single transaction
on the Ethereummainnet, signi�cantly reducing on-chain data storage and
thereby enhancing speed and reducing cost. While this process happens off-chain,
Ethereummainnet steps in only when there's a dispute about the outcome, thereby
providing an additional layer of security.

Furthermore, smart contracts running on Arbitrum are subject to Ethereum’s
consensus protocol, offering the same level of security as if they were running
directly on Ethereum. Arbitrum's 'optimistic' nature allows for any transaction
batch to be challenged, and disputes are resolved on Ethereummainnet, ensuring
the users' funds and transactions remain secure.

Trust minimization is further enhanced as users do not need to trust a central
operator or a majority of validators, given Arbitrum relies on Ethereum for �nality.

Understanding the Risks and Mitigation Strategies for G1X on Arbitrum

Deploying G1X on Arbitrum, a relatively new ecosystem compared to the Ethereum
mainnet, inherently carries certain risks associated with early-stage technologies.
It's vital to not only acknowledge these risks but also to actively strategize
community-driven mitigation approaches.

One prominent risk pertains to technical challenges and/or vulnerabilities that
might arise due to the novelty of Arbitrum. Such vulnerabilities can potentially
impact G1X's performance or security. In this regard, the G1X community plays an
indispensable role. Through rigorous testing, auditing, and sharing feedback,
community members can signi�cantly aid in identifying and addressing potential
bugs or system �aws.

Transitioning between layers, particularly moving assets from Layer 2 back to
Layer 1 or to other Layer 2 solutions, might present challenges for G1X users.
Community involvement in developing user-friendly guidelines, tools, and
decentralized bridge contracts for layer transitions can signi�cantly simplify this
process. Community members, with their diverse perspectives and expertise, can
contribute to building these solutions, facilitating a trustless and seamless
movement between layers.

Additionally, as Layer 2 solutions like Arbitrummature and gain wider adoption,
new and unforeseen challenges may surface. It's crucial for the G1X community to
remain vigilant and proactive in such a dynamic environment. An alert community
that regularly engages with the system can swiftly identify potential issues,
enabling timely resolution and improvements.



Conclusion

While the potential risks associated with deploying G1X on Arbitrum are real, the
active involvement of the G1X community in risk mitigation can signi�cantly
reduce these challenges. By prioritizing vigilance and leveraging
community-driven solutions, G1X is well-positioned to harness the bene�ts of
Arbitrum— enhanced scalability, lower transaction costs, and broadened access —
while effectively managing potential risks.

Official Links and Contract Addresses:
Updated on July 19th, 2023

Gemstone Contract Address (Arbitrum):

0x3AEdE23609a22bF4E0bA6986d1302a7088DE2EB7

Shardex (SDX) Contract (Arbitrum):

0x7d613b21335559F408499327E2F5�94339f2Aa

GIX Crush Contract (Arbitrum):

0x90A1069ca64F1C81111E897e841C44AA4aA5B88C

Contact Email: as.eth.g1x@protonmail.com

Official websites:

- www.G1X.app

- www.G1x.xyz
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